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Block size 12” finished (12 1/2” unfinished)
For each block, you will need:
Pink- 32 assorted rectangles, 1 1/2 x 2 3/4”
Dark Pink- 4 squares, 2 3/4”
Scrap for applique (about 6” square)
White- 8 1/2” square
Medium Pink- scrap for applique (about 6” square)
Embroidery floss- dark pink
Fusible webbing, washout embroidery marker, pink thread for machine applique
Basic sewing supplies
Sew the assorted rectangles together (along long edges) into 4 rows of 8. Your rows should be 8 1/2”
long. Press toward darker fabrics.
Sew 2 of the rows to opposite sides of white square. Press towards scrappy row.
Sew Dark Pink Squares to ends of remaining 2 scrappy rows. Press toward Dark Pink Squares.
Sew rows to remaining sides of block. Press toward scrappy rows.
Trace smaller heart and “hope” onto RIGHT side of medium pink scrap using washout embroidery
marker. Embroider letters with a chain stitch or split stitch with 3 strands of floss.
Trace large heart onto paper side of fusible webbing. Cut out, leaving about 1/8” border around the
heart. Iron onto WRONG side of dark pink scrap according to manufacturer’s instructions. Cut out heart
on line. Remove paper backing.
Following manufacturer’s instructions, iron large dark pink heart to white square in center of block.
Cut a 6” square of fusible webbing. Iron to WRONG side of medium pink fabric (with embroidery),
making sure that the fusible webbing covers the entire area of the heart. Cut out heart on line (which
you drew on fabric with embroidery marker. Peel away paper
backing.
Iron the embroidered heart to the center of the dark pink heart. Use
pink thread to machine applique around both hearts.
Trim block to 12 1/2” square.

